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ARTS IMPACT—ARTS-INFUSED INSTITUTE LESSON PLAN (YR2-MAP)  
SIXTH GRADE—LESSON THREE: Anibots: Construction and Engineering  
Artist-Mentor – Shannon Eakins & Meredith Essex     Grade Level: 6   
Examples:    
 
                                                                                                    
                                                           
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Enduring Understanding 
Accurate measurement and craftsmanship guides material preparation and determines construction of a 
product.  
Art and Math  
Target: Transfers and cuts out pieces for constructing two character polyhedra.  

Criteria: Aligns vinyl over pattern, traces lines of pattern onto vinyl with a permanent marker and 
ruler, removes the pattern, and makes smooth cuts. 

 
Art 
Target: Uses craftsmanship in taping flattened polyhedra. 

Criteria: Lays down the shared edge of the adjacent vinyl pieces and applies tape pieces evenly, 
flat, and lengthwise on the seam and trims. 

 
Art 
Target: Uses craftsmanship in folding and taping flattened polyhedra into three-dimensional form. 

Criteria: Connects shared edge of the adjacent vinyl pieces, pinches them flat, applies tape pieces 
lengthwise to one side and to attach the other side; stuffs before taping up final face of the 
polyhedron. 
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Materials  
Black permanent markers (ex: Sharpie), large rulers, 
paper clips (8 per student), scissors, 12 gauge vinyl 
12x12, 12x16, 12x20, 12 x24; 1 inch masking low tack 
tape in multi-colors; recycled stuffing material (packing 
peanuts, multi-colored shredded paper, colorful nets, 
etc) 
Resources   
TAM image: D.E. May, Untitled, 2002 

Learning Targets 
• Transfers and cuts out pieces for 

constructing two character polyhedra.  
• Uses craftsmanship in taping flattened 

polyhedra. 
• Uses craftsmanship in folding and taping 

flattened polyhedra into 3-dimensional 
form. 

Do Now  
Look at D.E. May’s Sculpture, (inside the Plexiglas box) 
Respond to questions…  APM 5-16 

Activities/Prompts 
• Choose a matching size of vinyl for your Anibot 

surface area. Paper clip vinyl over cutting guide on 
white paper: line up sides of paper and 
vinyl. Step by step construction 
directions APM 5-16 – 5-18. Trace 
over face/shape lines with a 
permanent marker and ruler. Use craftsmanship: Cut 
the lines in half w/smooth cuts.    

 
• Lay out vinyl polyhedra faces just like your net. Tear 

tape slightly longer than seam always covering half 
of the tape with each clear shape. Trim for 
craftsmanship. 

 
• Once your flattened polyhedron is attached with 

tape just like your net, pinch your adjacent edges 
together to make the vinyl net 3-dimensional. Put 
half the length of the tape on one side and then 
wrap it around to the other side.  

 
• Stuff to fill the form fully, but still be able to close it 

(makes it easier to tape). Finish taping and secure 
down any loose areas of tape. Take your time for 
good craftsmanship!  

Big Math and Art Ideas   Polyhedra: rectangular 
prisms/cubes, 2-D nets represent 3-D forms, 
congruent, craftsmanship, sculpture, surface area, 
volume, parallel, perpendicular, pattern 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Self Assessment/Reflection  
Students complete self-checklist and  
reflect: How does math help us use good 
craftsmanship in constructing our Anibots? 
APM 5-18 
 
Closure   Students put APM, patterns, completed and 
in-process Anibot parts (and any other tools as directed 
by teacher) in zipper bag; stores. 

Assessment Criteria 
o   Aligns vinyl over pattern, traces lines of pattern  
      onto vinyl with a permanent marker and ruler,  
      removes the pattern, and makes smooth cuts. 
o   Lays down the shared edge of the adjacent vinyl  
      pieces and applies tape pieces evenly, flat, and  
      lengthwise on the seam and trims. 
o   Connects shared edge of the adjacent vinyl pieces,  
      pinches them flat, applies tape pieces lengthwise to  
      one side and to attach the other side; stuffs before  
      taping up final face of the polyhedron. 

Next Steps/Follow up Needs   An additional class period is needed for polyhedron construction. 
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Teaching and Learning Strategies 
DO NOW WARM-UP 
Look at D.E. May’s Sculpture, Untitled, (inside the Plexiglas box).  
What shapes were needed to build this wood and cardboard sculpture? 
 Why would the artist make patterns ahead of time? What would happen if the artist did not 

make accurate measurements for the parts of this sculpture?  APM 5-16 
 
1. Reinforces concept of “craftsmanship”. Demonstrates aligning vinyl over pattern, tracing, 
and cutting out vinyl pieces. Prompts: We are now going to “build” our Anibots. What does good 
craftsmanship in pattern making mean to us? How about cutting? Because the vinyl is a transparent 
material, we will be able to see the paper pattern cutting guide through it and be able to trace right on it.  
Select the appropriate size of vinyl for your paper pattern. Carefully line up edges of vinyl and paper clip 
to prevent slippage. We will want to use good craftsmanship with this work because this will become our 
final product—our Anibot! Now use a ruler to guide your black permanent marker in tracing all of the 
straight lines in your pattern. DO NOT WRITE THE SHAPE LETTERS OR DIMENSIONS ON THE VINYL 
WITH YOUR MARKER, JUST THE LINES FOR EDGES OF POLYHEDRA. Before you cut, remove the paper 
pattern and cut through the middle of the black lines with smooth, even cuts using the full blade of the 
scissors. 
Student: Traces and cuts out pieces for all three polyhedrons; double-checks to make sure they have all 
the vinyl pieces needed.  APM 5-16 – 5-18 
Embedded Assessment: Criteria-based peer review 
 
2. Demonstrates connecting polyhedron edges and transforming from 2-D to 3-D with tape. 
Prompts: Using your Anibot nets as your guide, lay out vinyl pieces into nets--flattened polyhedron. Start 
with your largest polyhedron first—it will be a little easier. For the taping, we will connect all the pieces 
flat that we can. Carefully tear the tape a little longer than your seam where vinyl shapes meet (just like 
fold lines in your paper net). LAY YOUR VINYL PIECES ON TOP OF THE TAPE. Half the tape width should 
be under each piece. Make sure to take the time to flatten the seam with your fingers, rubbing hard to 
secure the tape. Burnish with your fingernail or scissor handle to rub out any wrinkles and make a secure 
connections. Now trim off the torn rough edges for good craftsmanship!  
 
Once your flattened polyhedron is attached with tape just like your net, you will have to pick it up and 
connect the edges in three dimensions. This is a bit trickier, but if you pinch (to define seams) your 
adjacent edges so they no longer have an angle between them, it makes it easier to put half the length of 
the tape on one side and then wrap it around to the other side. Now fold it into the correct angle—it is 
now becoming three-dimensional! Repeat this until there are only a couple of edges left to connect and 
then you will need to stuff your shape with recycled materials. Stuff to fill up the form fully, but still be 
able to close it (makes it easier to tape). Finish taping and secure down any loose areas of tape. Take 

your time for good craftsmanship! 
Student: Connects vinyl pieces with torn tape, trims and stuffs three dimensional polyhedrons 
using good craftsmanship. Step by step photos APM 5-16 – 5-18 
 Embedded Assessment: Criteria-based self-assessment 

 
3. Guides student self-assessment and reflection. Prompts: How does math help us use good 
craftsmanship in constructing our Anibots?  

Student: Self assesses.  APM 5-18 
Embedded Assessment: Criteria-based student self checklist 
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Vocabulary Materials and Community Resources WA Essential Learnings & Frameworks 
Arts Infused: 
2-D 
3-D 
Craftsmanship 
Geometric shape 
Grid 
Pattern 
Proportion 
Rectangle  
Scale 
Square 
Triangle 
 
Math: 
Angle 
Area 
Congruent 
Edge 
Face 
Geometric solid 
Polygon 
Polyhedron 
Rectangular prism 
Surface area 
Volume 
 
Arts:  
Craftsmanship 
Form 
Sculpture 
Soft sculpture 
Transparent 
 

Museum Artworks  
D.E. May, Untitled, 2002 
 
Art Materials:  
Black permanent markers (ex: Sharpie) 
Large rulers  
Paper clips (8 per student)  
Scissors 
12 gauge vinyl 12x12, 12x16, 12x20, 12 x24 
1-inch masking low tack tape in multi-colors  
Recycled stuffing material (packing peanuts, multi-
colored shredded paper, colorful nets, etc)  
APM 
2-gallon zipper bags for storage  
 

Arts State Grade Level Expectations 
AEL 1.1 concepts 
figures 
Determines the surface area 2-dimensional to 3-
dimensional 
Geometric shape and form 
 
AEL 1.2 skills and techniques   
Measuring 
Drawing 
 
AEL 4.2 connections between the arts and other 
content areas 
Explains relationships between the arts and other 
content areas  
 
AEL 4.5 knowledge of arts skills in the world of work 
Identifies Math and Art in three-dimensional product 
construction 
 
 
Math State Grade Level Expectations 
 6.4.B two- and three-dimensional figures 
Determines the perimeter and area of a composite 
figure that can be divided into triangles, rectangles, 
and parts of circles 
 
6.4.D two- and three-dimensional figures 
Recognizes and draws two-dimensional 
representations of three-dimensional figures. 
 
6.4.E two- and three-dimensional figures 
Determines the surface area and volume of 
rectangular prisms using appropriate formulas and 
explains why the formulas work 
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ARTS IMPACT—ARTS-INFUSED INSTITUTE LESSON PLAN (YR2-MAP)  
SIXTH GRADE—LESSON THREE: Anibots: Construction and Engineering  
ASSESSMENT WORKSHEET            
 

Disciplines ART AND MATH ART 
 

Total 
4 

Points 
 

Concept 
 

Pattern Transfer Three-Dimensional Construction 

Students Transfers: Aligns 
vinyl over pattern, 
and traces lines 
onto vinyl with a 
sharpie and ruler, 
removes pattern 

Cuts: Makes 
smooth 

cuts  
 

Tapes: Lays down the 
shared edge of the 

adjacent vinyl pieces and 
applies tape pieces 

evenly, flat, and 
lengthwise on the seams 

and trims 

Folds into Form: 
Applies tape; folds 

over seam 
 

1.      
2.      
3.      
4.      
5.      
6.      
7.      
8.      
9.      
10.      
11.      
12.      
13.      
14.      
15.      
16.      
17.      
18.      
19.      
20.      
21.      
22.      
23.      
24.      
25.      
26.      
27.      
Total      
Percentage      

Criteria-based Reflection Questions: (Note examples of student reflections on back.) 
How does math help us use good craftsmanship in constructing our Anibots? 
 
 
Thoughts about Learning: Which prompts best communicated concepts? Which lesson dynamics helped or 
hindered learning? 
 
 
Lesson Logistics: Which classroom management techniques supported learning?   
 
 
Teacher:          Date:     


